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"A gentle and engaging introduction to the basic facts of life."--Provided by publisher.
Using simple text this mini book offers an introduction to where babies come from, written with the aim of helping to answer children's
questions. It is one of a series of books about the natural and scientific world which offers safe and easy experiments to help clarify
explanations.
Explaining a child's beginning, is sometimes difficult and considered taboo. This book is an honest, eye opening, and humorous, mother's
attempt to satisfy her daughter's curiosity, of where babies come from?
Lots of questions for inquisitive young minds. The colourful illustrations, large and simple text and chunky flaps reveal the answers. The little
curious one's questions about the facts of life are finally answered in a way that is both sensible and approachable for them. It tells children
enough facts to satisfy their curiosity without getting into the specific details which will be learnt at an older age. The focus is on babies
throughout the animal kingdom, as well as human babies and as with all the Lift-the-flap First Questions and Answers, questions are inspired
by the sort of typical children's questions. Other titles in this series are Lift-the-flap First Questions and Answers How do flowers grow? and
Lift-the-flap First Questions and Answers What makes it rain?
This book, the second in the newly revised Learning About Sex series for boys, will guide you in the often difficult task of introducing and
explaining human sexuality. Through simple, age-appropriate text and pictures, boys ages 6 to 8 will better understand how a baby develops
and discover that each person is special and important!
2007 Choice Outstanding Academic Title Winner of the Passing the Torch Award from the Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies It has been
called sperm, semen, seed, cum, jizz, spunk, gentlemen's relish, and splooge. But however the “tacky, opaque liquid that comes out of the
penis” is described, the very act of defining “sperm” and “semen” depends on your point of view. For Lisa Jean Moore, how sperm comes to
be known is based on who defines it (a scientist vs. a defense witness, for example), under what social circumstances it is found (a doctor’s
office vs. a crime scene), and for what purposes it will be used (in vitro fertilization vs. DNA analysis). Examining semen historically,
medically, and culturally, Sperm Counts is a penetrating exploration of its meaning and power. Using a “;follow that sperm” approach, Moore
shows how representations of sperm and semen are always in flux, tracing their twisting journeys from male reproductive glands to headline
news stories and presidential impeachment trials. Much like the fluid of semen itself can leak onto fabrics and into bodies, its meanings seep
into our consciousness over time. Moore’s analytic lens yields intriguing observations of how sperm is “spent” and “reabsorbed” as it spurts,
swims, and careens through penises, vaginas, test tubes, labs, families, cultures, and politics. Drawn from fifteen years of research, Sperm
Counts examines historical and scientific documents, children's “facts of life” books, pornography, the Internet, forensic transcripts and sex
worker narratives to explain how semen got so complicated. Among other things, understanding how we produce, represent, deploy and
institutionalize semen-biomedically, socially and culturally-provides valuable new perspectives on the changing social position of men and the
evolving meanings of masculinity. Ultimately, as Moore reveals, sperm is intimately involved in not only the physical reproduction of males
and females, but in how we come to understand ourselves as men and women.
Simplified Chinese edition of It's Not the Stork!: A Book About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends
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Where do babies come from? For young children who aren't ready for all the facts of life, experts know the best answer is one that provides
just enough information to address a growing curiosity. Using carefully selected, kid-friendly science to provide an answer that caregivers can
build on when the time is right, Welcome, Baby! is a playful and satisfying first look at childbirth Both reassuring and accessible, bright
pictures and cheerful text promise to delight in this comforting response to one of life's basic questions. A perfect book for new siblings-to-be
and curious children everywhere! Ages 0-8
"Where do babies come from?" It's a question every child asks eventually, and Animals Mate is the simple, straightforward guide every parent
needs to normalize sexual reproduction via adorable animal partners. With a modern design and beautiful illustrations, Animals Mate
introduces facts about mating, including tactful discussion of the mechanics of the process, anatomical parts, and sperm and eggs. Bypass
the awkwardness that often accompanies "the talk," and help your child understand sex and reproduction as the natural and wonderful
process that results in the world's greatest treasure: babies!
This delightful book answers children's questions about how life starts, who they are, and whether there's enough love to go around.

This book is the perfect age-appropriate way to explain the mysteries of reproduction to curious kids. Using cut-out baby and adult
PaperDolls, illustrations, discussion prompts and Q&A, parents can begin to explain where babies come from.
Today’s connected customers now more than ever are hyper aware of the many choices they have; customers today are more
demanding and less loyal than times in the past. This presents a special challenge to businesses, to marketers trying to keep up
with changes in customer behavior, technology and trends. Based on Larry Bailin’s popular seminar of the same title, Mommy,
Where Do Customers Come From? details the changes in approach necessary to successfully market and sell products and
services to your connected customers. Bailin first profiles the new customers, explaining what they want, how they differ from
consumers of the past, and how to communicate presence and value to them. Written in a witty, shoot-from-the-hip style, and
featuring chapters like “Mommy, Someone’s at the Door” and “Mommy, I Think They’re Talking About Me,” the book describes
how to best utilize today’s marketing vehicles from email and websites to more current tools such as blogs and Podcasts.
All children around the world ask the same question: Where do babies come from? And all around the world people have
answered with similar whimsy. The stork brought you. I found you in a hollow log. You were left on the doorstep. But today babies
come form even stranger places. From China, Russia, Ecuador, Mexico, Korea, Africa, and other lands, they are brought "home"
to their families. From test tubes to surrogates, to yes, even grandmothers, they find their ways. From Moses in the bullrushes to
Romulus and Remus to Superman, our beginnings, our journeys and our families are miraculous blessings however they happen.
Simple text and illustrations explain basic facts about sex, pregnancy and birth. Suggested level, primary, intermediate.
Simple text and pictures explain intercourse, growth in the womb, sexual differences in male and female, and birth of the baby.

This book lets you learn compatible zodiac signs when conceiving your child.
Two children explain to their parents, using their own drawings, where babies come from.
Sex instruction for primary school age children, presented from a Christian point of view.
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One evening, my daughter and I were in the kitchen with my great-grandson. Out of the blue, he asked my daughter,
"Where do babies come from?" My daughter told him babies come from God, to which I added a few more comments.
Shortly after I was inspired by God to write this book. It is my prayer that this biblical truth learned at an early age will be
a principle practiced in later life.
This clear, lively information book about sex and reproduction covers all the main areas: babies, reproduction, bodies,
chromosomes, genes, growing up, love, health and lots more. As before, the information is imparted simply and
reassuringly with humorous commentary from an inquisitive bird and a squeamish bee and very friendly full-colour
cartoon-strip illustrations.
A beautifully illustrated book uses simple explanations to deal with the sensitive issue of how life begins.
When Emily, a little girl, hears that her friend's family is going to get a baby she wonders "Where do babies come from?" She asks people
about it and explores the answers given. Then she asks her mother and gets a surprise herself.Where babies come from has been asked by
children all over the world. It can be a sticky subject due to different cultural norms and hard to explain sometimes. The topic was given to me
as a suggestion for a children's book and this book is the result. I hope you enjoy this story with a child allowing it to open dialog to discussing
where babies come from more comfortably.
An entertaining first sex education title, in picture book format.
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for preschool children, the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts
from the first page turning. Pre-departure training for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive fantasy space children's book! There are so many
page-turning mechanisms in the whole book, which make people immersed in the surprise of exploring and discovering the secrets of the
universe. -The RS Award selection team will come and follow this fascinating flip book.
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